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“My first memory is of light - the brightness of light - light all around.”

– georgia o’keeffe

For Autumn–Winter 2020, Sophie Bille Brahe looks to the horizon. Inspired by the 
sky and the ocean, the new collection explores the work of artist Georgia O’Keeffe. 
Illustrating the clean tones and peaceful simplicity of the morning sunrise over an 
open sea, O’Keeffe’s painting “Sun Water Maine” looks at the understated beauty 
of this daily motion. Moved by the tranquility, rhythm and stability of sunrise and 
sunset, Sophie Bille Brahe is enamored by the undisturbed moments of rising and 

falling; a natural phenomenon that cannot be altered. 

Within her AW20 collection, Bille Brahe captures this eternal moment that remains 
untouched, a moment of controlled beauty in an unpredictable and ever-changing 
world. The long, unbroken lines of the horizon, and the vast presence of the sun  
depicted within O’Keeffe’s artwork, inspired the creation of the new Soleil styles 
seen within the collection. Designed with a large central pearl that sits within a  
haloed string of delicate petite pearls, the Soleil earrings and necklace elegantly  

illustrate the rising and falling of the sun. 

This season, Sophie Bille Brahe also draws inspiration from the portrait of Georgia 
O’Keeffe shot by her husband, American photographer Alfred Stieglitz. The image 
which sees Georgia holistic and womanly with her hands open and arms intertwining 
between the coiled charcoal lines above, displays a vulnerable openness to the artist 
that is captured within the new collection. Named after the artist herself, Bille Brahe 
introduces the new Georgia styles with pavé set diamonds and graduating chain  
details directly inspired by Georgia’s inverted palms and the interlocking lines of 

the portrait. 

New Corail and Calder designs are also central to the AW20 collection. Inspired 
by Alexander Calder’s sculpture “The Four Elements”, the curved silhouette of the 
sculpture is reflected in the smooth meander of the new drop earrings, adorned 
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with intricate clusters of pearls carefully arranged to resemble ocean coral.  
The Serrure necklaces with a double-sided pave diamond clasp and fine gold chain 
also inspire thoughts of the minimalistic lines and interlaced angles of O’Keeffe’s 
portrait. The SS20 diamond Sandro Nuit earring is re-imaged this season with a 
delicate wave of graduating pearls creating the new Perle Nuit, while the classic 
Croissant Ensemble ring is designed with a large 0,50 ct solitaire diamond to create 
the Ensemble Royale. Marco hoop earrings complete the collection with freshwa-
ter pearls elegantly hanging from the crescentic hoop like the sun suspended in the 

sky above the clouds waiting to perform its daily ritual.

Sales Enquiries:

Global, Asia & AU – Mei Shan Nimb msn@sophiebillebrahe.com 
UK & US – Maria Hjortdal mhl@sophiebillebrahe.com 

EU – Natalie May nmm@sophiebillebrahe.com

Press Enquiries:

Global – Kirsty Coleman kirsty@dh-pr.com
Scandi – Maria Hjortdal mhl@sophiebillebrahe.com

about
Sophie Bille Brahe is a Copenhagen based fine jewellery designer. Graduated 
from London’s Royal College of Arts, fine jewellery designer Sophie Bille Brahe’s 
eponymous brand is sold in some of the the worlds’ most esteemed luxury and fine 
jewellery spaces and stores. Sophie Bille Brahe offers pieces that reflect her thrill 

for storytelling and avant-garde design, always striving to twist modern luxury.
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